



The palimpsest in the Landscape
The palimpsest in the Field 

The Russian Proverb goes,
"Life is not a walk across an open field" 
Pause.
But I would like it to be, and sometimes it is – living in Cornwall allows space in the mind and space to walk in the Landscape. 
My practice as an artist relies on it. Of course the proverb has a cultural depth and context of its own, but I would like to use the word ‘Field’ as a metaphor for painting and for painting the landscape.

What is it that draws our attention to a particular place, is it what we bring to it with our imagination and psychology, or are we led by our ancestors choices who recognised the sacred vision of place. The contrast of visiting an ancient site and our experiences in today's society are very different. As humans in the twenty first century we are insulated by the many inventions that surround us, these technologies bring both comfort and angst to our lives. Our dependencies are numerous, comfortable houses, mobile phones, computers, vehicles and so on. We live in a world saturated by appropriated images, observing replica notions of other people’s experiences, watered down and illusionary. Our habit is to steal glimpses of nature through screens of obstructed, windows, car windscreens, TV’s, I pads and screen savers, they may nourish us with the equivalent of 'process foods' but what we really should crave, I believe is to feel the natural air that constitutes the outside. 


When looking at the landscape I see the field as arena, open space as consciousness, clouds as audience, sun as stage lights, actors as standing stones and the story as a palimpsest. Equally, seeing the field as canvas, the earth as paint and the scars and tracks as marks made by the artist.  The poetics of language can help illuminate and make the everyday appear to glisten more brightly. 
Each metaphor brings with it the potential for renewal, a germination of experience to see deeper in to the mysteries imbedded in the earth. John Berger, in his short essay Field, explains the sensation of a particular field, which asserts its power over him, he describes the field in both descriptive and poetic terms. But soon becomes stuck as to what he is trying to suggest or describe about it. 
He Writes,
"The experience which I am attempting to describe by one tentative approach after another is very precise and is immediately recognisable. But it exists at a level of perception and feeling which is probably preverbal - hence, very much, the difficulty of writing about it."
These special places that create a state of reverence within us are difficult to pin down.

John Berger try's to articulate his ideas of the universal 'perfect field.'
He attempts to list the perfect fields attributes, I have condensed the text slightly to save time.

1.	A grass field, why ? It must be an area with boundaries, which are visible.
2.	A field on a hillside, seen either from above like a table top, or from below when the incline of the hill appears to tilt the field towards you - like music on a music stand. Why? Because then the effects of perspective are reduced to a minimum and the relation between what is distant and near is a more equal one.
3.	A field, which is not hedged on all side.

He goes on to say, two things might be suggested by the above prescriptions, that the ideal field would apparently have certain qualities in common with a painting – defined edges, an accessible distance, a theatre –in – the round stage – an attendant openness to events with maximum possibility for exits and entrances. 
For me the scene is set, the field and its unfolding contents drawing your attention as punctuations, traces, signs and veils of textures, with shapes that are present and non present are absorbed within the field acting both as frame or boundary to our imaginations.

It is the relationship between the landscape and the painted surface that drives me to make work. I use systems and strategies that help filter my surroundings. I use the principles of the palimpsest to look at the world, the most distant layers erased or partially erased by the ones in front, the landscape can be seen as a series of elements, pictorial, psychological and metaphorical.

The traditional meaning of a palimpsest is a parchment, which has been written on twice, the first writing having been erased (or partially erased) to make place for the second. Some historians use the term to describe the way people experience time as a layer over present experiences over faded past. In its broadest sense it is a trace of something that has gone before, the term has a wider application.

In the book 'The Landscape Vision of Paul Nash, Roger Cardinal describes the way in which the artist Paul Nash felt connected to a particular type of landscape. 

"Such sites where the constructions of our ancestors have long ago been over taken by the organic attentions of Nature, which has produced tracts of landscape at once poetic and timeless in that the traces of prehistory have been all but erased by, on the one hand an overlay of smooth turf and, on the other, encroaching woodland."


This to my mind evokes a semi hidden palimpsest, scars and imprints of past civilisations and more recent activities, reveal to us half seen pathways, piles of granite stone, ordered or randomly placed. As humans we make our own palimpsest wherever we go, they are usually transient and can be easily erased. The accumulation of dust where there was once a kitchen appliance, the removed object showing 'time traces' around its base. The lone ploughed field that reveals itself amongst its surrounding fields of pastureland.  Scars and imprints of past civilisations and more recent activities reveal to us half seen pathways, piles of granite stone, ordered or randomly placed. These sites are often remote far away from urbanisation and suburbia, seem to represent 'frozen time' or 'liminal states of time' where quiet voices from the earths core, or a whisper of wind, gently asserts the 'spectral' into our momentarily receptive minds.

In his book 'Figuring it out' Colin Renfrew, Professor of archaeology at the University of  Cambridge, discusses how analysing an artefact dug up from the past has a direct link to the process of seeing and understanding a contemporary work of art for the first time, revealing within the onlooker a set of responses, which are intuitive and without reason. Renfrew argues, "all experience is subjective, the scientific rigour can come in the evaluation."

While excavating at Quanterness, a Neolithic chambered cairn in Orkney, Renfrew discovered bone remains that indicated as many as 309 individuals were buried there. But it wasn’t the human remains that affected him most; it was the carefully built stonewalls that captured his imagination. He was struck by the collective human endeavour that made these constructions with skill and artistry. Some years later, Renfrew on a chance encounter saw a piece of sculpture, Chalk Line made by the artist Richard Long, the arrangement of the chalk was similar to the placing of the sandstone on the west side of the cairn at Quanterness. The meticulous precision with which Long had executed his work, echoed the fine detailing of the Neolithic builders who had placed their stonework so carefully, this confirmed Renfrew’s admiration for the prehistoric builders in Orkney as craft workers and as artists in their own right. 
Renfrew’s discovery made me question my own creative relationship with the landscape, allowing me to see connections, between the past and the present.
For me it is the human presence felt when walking around ancient monuments that captivates my attention. Standing stones, Quoites and megaliths reveal only small clues to their existence, allowing the imagination to wonder and speculate, they are like ready - made abstractions that sit well with an abstract painter’s sensibility. 

The artist Paul Nash discusses his passion for the megalithic circles at Avebury in 1933, Nash writes,
‘The great stones were then in their wild state, so to speak. Some were half covered by grass, others stood up in the cornfields were entangled and overgrown in the copses, some were buried under the turf. But they were always wonderful and disquieting…. Their colouring and pattern, their patina of golden lichen all enhanced their strange forms and mystical significance.”

Strangely not only human structures omit the uncanny and the mystical, but also natural forms found in nature can have the same sense and phenomenon. The Cheese Wrings in Bodmin, up on Stowe's Hill standing over thirty feet high, is an outcrop of curved granite slabs formed by weathering, the softer material around the shapes have been eroded to reveal its present form, an impressive natural phenomenon, steeped in folklore. It is a monument of sculptural splendour that first appears like a man made sculpture, again sparks the imagination.

These ancient sites were once places of Pagan and occult rituals performed in the landscape. These rituals are to an extent, played out in the studio, summoning aspects of the subconscious mind and the technique of psychic automatism, orchestrating and exercising what is felt or sensed in the palimpsest landscape. In my own practice I use brooms and large brushes on sticks that are wielded to unleash energy and find new imagery. In Taoist beliefs, the shamans traditionally regarded brooms as magic implements to sweep away evil spirits. Drawing in dust with a wooden stick or a finger - then on paper to be burnt as ' paper money' entering into these 'mind zones' artists experience feelings that are shamanistic, with the artist not quite knowing how the painting has been finished.


I am drawn to traces, signs and veils in the landscape, these are re imagined, like psychological excavations. The sites are ‘mapped’, remembered and transformed into works of ‘equivalence of experience’. These recent paintings suggest aspects of archaeology; images appear half excavated in the paint, revealing hidden codes and syntaxes. Some of the canvases are divided into two parts, suggesting the passing of accumulated time or the movement of an ultra violet scanning device, searching for meaning.

The artist, Philip Guston writes,
“The painting is not on a surface, but on a plane which is imagined. It moves in a mind. It is not there physically at all. It is an illusion, a piece of magic, so that what you see is not what you see’. 
Perhaps, ‘Life is a walk across an open field’ but half hidden there in. is the brooding palimpsest that awaits your discovery.

referencing John Burger again he eloquently and poetically writes,

‘The field that you are standing before appears to have the same proportions as your own life’.
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